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Solidarity: 
who are we?
Solidarity is a socialist group with branches 
across Australia. We are opposed to the 
madness of capitalism, which is plunging us into 
global recession and misery at the same time as 
wrecking the planet’s future. We are taking the 
first steps towards building an organisation that 
can help lead the fight for an alternative system 
based on mass democratic planning, in the 
interests of human need not profit. 

As a crucial part of this, we are committed to 
building social movements and the wider left, 
through throwing ourselves into struggles for 
social justice, against racism and to strengthen 
the confidence of rank and file unionists. 

Solidarity is a member of the International 
Socialist Tendency. Visit our web site at www.
solidarity.net.au/about-us for more information 
on what we stand for.
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Unite to fight 
abbott’s budget

I think he is isolating Israel. He's 
endangering its longer-range future.
Former US National Security Adviser 
Zbigniew Brzezinski on Netanyahu’s 
attack on Gaza

We see this enormous international 
reaction against Israel. This reaction 
is uncalled for and unfair.
Hilary Clinton prepares for the US 
presidency with her comment on the 
Gaza war

And in my case everyone is against 
me
Joe Hockey engages in a little self-pity 
over his woes selling the budget

There’s no crisis at all in the 
Australian economy
Hockey again, in New Zealand, letting 
the cat out of the bag

The poorest people either don’t have 
cars or actually don’t drive very far 
in many cases
Joe Hockey explains why increasing 
petrol tax is ok

Australia is involved in the early 
stages of a war which is likely to last 
for the rest of the century
Peter Leahy, former Army Chief joins 
the scaremongering on radical Islam

This will bring back equality...It’s 
long overdue.
NSW Premier Mike Baird justifying 
changes to the Sydney City Council 
elections that will give each business 
two votes and residents one

We cannot go on in a society where 
we are charging people on a day 
which is a normal operating day, 
double what you would on any other
Abbott’s Assistant Infrastructure Minis-
ter Jamie Briggs thinks penalty rates are 
tearing society apart

It’s not about making Gina richer or 
anything stupid and shortsighted like 
that. It’s about making our country 
sustainable in world markets.
Gina Rinehart, on why Abbott should 
axe the mining tax—apparently it’s for 
the good of the country
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corruption case a national 
embarrassment says dFat

WIkILeAkS HAS exposed a blanket censorship order which 
bans the Australian media from reporting key details in Austra-
lia’s largest financial corruption case. The order bans the media 
from naming people who received or tried to secure bribes, 
including current and former heads of state of Malaysia, Indo-
nesia, Vietnam and numerous other senior officials. 

The court order was granted in June on “national security 
grounds” to “prevent damage to Australia’s international rela-
tions” following a request from the government’s Department 
of Foreign Affairs and is punishable by imprisonment. But it 
back-fired following the exposure by WikiLeaks, with over-
seas media in the countries where the unidentifiable figures 
live reporting widely on the allegations.

enraged, Indonesia’s outgoing President Yudhoyono de-
manded “to hear directly from Australia” and said there should 
be no “cover up”. In response the Australian government 
rushed out a remarkable statement saying that the “Indonesian 
President and the former president are not the subject” of the 
court proceedings that the Australian media are otherwise 
forbidden from reporting.

The case itself is related to a bribery scandal of epic 
proportions that has so far seen seven executives arrested and 
charged. All seven are linked to the Reserve Bank of Australia. 

They were involved in paying multi-million dollar bribes 
to high level officials in order to secure contracts for the pro-
duction of Australian style polymer bank-notes in Malaysia, 
Indonesia and Vietnam.  

Zionist killers escape 
libs’ anti-terror 
campaign

THe AUSTRALIAN government 
is whipping up hysteria about the 
threat of would-be Jihadists leaving 
the country for war-zones in Iraq 
and Syria. New powers to restrict 
travel, cancel passports and extend 
surveillance are all being proposed 
as the solution to what Attorney-
General George Brandis has de-
scribed “wicked and evil” terrorist 
recruitment. 

But no such fear campaign is 
being waged about Australians 
leaving the country to fight for 
Israel. Two Australian men have 
already been injured fighting as part 
of the Israeli military in the latest 
onslaught against Gaza. 

Human Rights Watch has re-
ported that during the current attack 
Israeli troops have knowingly mur-
dered unarmed civilians, including 
children, in what are nothing less 
than war crimes. 

Despite this, the Department of 
Foreign Affairs doesn’t even keep 
figures on how many Australian 
citizens have gone to Israel to 
fight.

budget cuts leave 
firies with no 
truck as hostel 
burns
FOUR FULL-TIMe firefighters 
at Concord Fire Station in Sydney 
were left unable to respond to a 
blaze just two kilometres away 
because their fire-truck had been 
“moved-up” to cover a shortage 
elsewhere. The truck was shifted 
as part of a cost-cutting policy 
introduced by the NSW Liberal 
government. 

Four people had to be rescued 
from a three storey boarding house 
as part of the operation, but a truck 
had to be brought in from Ashfield, 
almost twice as far away as the 
Concord station. NSW Fire and 
Rescue are facing tens of millions 
in budget cuts after being demoted 
from the status of a “frontline ser-
vice” by the NSW Liberals.

Victorian education bosses wield 
axe and pocket millions in bonuses

OVeR THe past two years education Department execu-
tives in Victoria have been stuffing their pockets with 
millions in bonuses while jobs are slashed and school 
programs are cut. 

Documents obtained under freedom of information 
laws show that senior department staff received bonuses 
totalling $2.1 million between 2011 and 2013 and spent 
millions more on expenses, meals and overseas travel. 

Six hundred jobs were cut across the education 
Department in the same period. It must be tough work 
handing down all those job cuts.

charges over Frances 
abbott scholarship 
leak help hide 
corruption

A FORMeR librarian at Sydney 
Design School has been charged and 
threatened with jail time after alleg-
edly accessing documents relating to 
Tony Abbott’s daughter Frances Ab-
bott. The news caused a scandal when 
it reached the media. 

Ms Abbott received a rare $60,636 
scholarship to the Whitehouse 
Institute of Design. At the time the 
Institute was chaired by Les Taylor, 
a personal friend of the Abbotts and 
Liberal Party donor. 

New Matilda has reported that the 
Institute pursued Ms Abbott for the 
award enthusiastically, contacting her 
four times as well as waiving her fees 
for a Masters Degree. 

It’s no surprise that Tony Ab-
bott and his mates want to keep their 
culture of corruption and personal 
favours covered up. But we shouldn’t 
let them get away with it.

detroit Mayor shuts 
off water supply

DeTROIT’S MAYOR has begun 
shutting off the water supply to 
citizens owing over $150 or over 60 
days behind in payments. Between 
17,000 and 18,000 residents have 
already been shut off. The aggressive 
actions are part of a plan to recover 
$89 million in overdue bills in a city 
declared bankrupt after the collapse 
of the once-booming auto industry. In 
response to outrage, the city has halted 
further disconnections until 25 August. 

But there is anger over the deci-
sion to target residential properties, 
where many people already live in 
poverty, ahead of the 21,000 business, 
schools and non-residential properties 
also behind on their bills.

Three UN experts have said the 
shut-off could constitute a violation of 
the human right to water. 

In the richest country in the world, 
this is how the government treats its 
own people.
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editorial

ANGeR AGAINST the budget has 
just gone up a notch. Treasurer Joe 
Hockey’s offhand comment that the 
“poor don’t drive cars” has added to 
the public outrage and reveals the 
contempt that the government has for 
workers, pensioners and the unem-
ployed. 

In July the government announced 
plans to punish the unemployed by 
forcing them to apply for 40 jobs a 
month. This would be on top of work 
for the dole for anyone under 50. 
even the Business Council thought 
this was a bit much.

Now, Hockey, frustrated that he is 
getting nowhere convincing the minor 
parties and independents to sup-
port the worst of the budget cuts, is 
threatening to by-pass the Senate and 
impose a Queensland-style draconian 
austerity mini-budget.  

The need to ramp up action to 
“Bust the Budget” is urgent.

The government is offering small 
concessions in the hope that it can still 
negotiate its worst attacks through the 
Senate. 

Health Minister Peter Dutton and 
education Minister Chris Pyne are 
talking about modifying the $7 GP fee 
and university reforms respectively.

Dutton has been working with 
the doctor’s association the AMA on 
a modified co-payment model that 
could exempt pensioners and keep the 
Medicare rebate paid to doctors at the 
current level.

Clive Palmer is hedging his bets, 
saying, “We’d certainly have to look”.

These negotiations are dangerous. 
The Liberals’ GP fee does not collect 
that much money. But it is the thin 
edge of a very nasty wedge. Its main 
purpose is ideological; to entrench 
the idea that everyone must pay for 
GP visits, and is part of an agenda to 
destroy Medicare as a universal health 
system. 

Over universities, Chris Pyne has 
hinted at dropping the increase to 
interest rates on HeCS debts. But he 
remains committed to full fee deregu-
lation, which threatens a massive hike 
in student fees. 

His greatest allies are the Vice 
Chancellors of the elite universi-
ties. The ANU’s Ian Young told the 
National Press Club, “It would be a 
great tragedy... if our senators pass 
up this opportunity, and leave us with 
no reform”. Deregulation is the only 
way universities can be “brilliant”, 
he claimed. But that’s only because 

he dismisses the idea of a boost in 
government funding as impossible, 
and shares Pyne’s corporate agenda 
for tertiary education. 

Hockey moaned that “everyone 
is against me”, while addressing a 
conference in Canberra. The govern-
ment is desperately looking to divert 
attention away from the budget.

Security scares
Abbott finally recognised that no-one 
supported the Andrew Bolt “free 
speech” amendments to the Racial 
Discrimination Act, and ditched them. 
But at the same time Abbott an-
nounced draconian new surveillance 
powers for ASIO to tap phone calls 
without warrants and to access every-
one’s metadata because of a supposed 
home grown terrorist threat. 

In a thinly-veiled anti-Muslim dog 
whistle, the government has also said 
that Australian citizens visiting certain 
declared areas in the Middle east 
would be subjected to greater scrutiny. 

Disgracefully, Abbott has also 
tried to use the MH17 plane disaster 
in Ukraine to boost the government’s 
fortunes (see p9). He swung into 
action with daily press briefings, a 
military-led operation to recover the 
bodies and escalating rhetoric against 
Russia. 

This dovetails with the continued 
efforts to scapegoat asylum seekers 
as some kind of threat. The refugee 

campaign remains crucial to counter-
ing this.

Abbott is hoping to exploit “na-
tional security” issues as a distraction 
from the budget. But so far it isn’t 
working. While tragic, the accidental 
shooting down of a plane in a war 
zone in Ukraine does not conjure up 
the same fears about terror attacks as 
the Bali bombing or 9/11. 

Although Newspoll showed a 
small bounce for the government in 
mid-August, the more respected Mor-
gan Poll had Labor’s lead, virtually 
unchanged, at 54-46. 

The government’s budget targets 
almost everyone—including students, 
workers, the unemployed and pension-
ers. It’s also been revealed that real 
wages are falling behind inflation. 
A serious campaign from the unions 
of strikes and mass stopwork rallies 
could kill off the budget, completely. 

The ACTU has plans for a week-
day national day of action on Thurs-
day 23 October. This needs to be built 
with serious stopwork action to ensure 
a mass turnout and shut down “busi-
ness as usual”. 

The student National Day of 
Action on 20 August and March 
Australia’s rally on 31 August will be 
important too, to mobilise the anti-
budget anger and build the momentum 
for 23 October. 

A united fightback can push Ab-
bott out.

build the anti-budget anger against abbott

abbott is 
hoping to 
exploit 
“national 
security” 
issues as a 
distraction 
from the 
budget

above: hitting the 
streets for Sydney’s 
“bust the budget” 
rally in July
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bUdget

CPSU members in the firing line—time to fire back
THe CPSU says that over 1000 work-
ers in the Australian Public Service 
(APS) have joined the union in the 
past two weeks. Officials say they 
are gearing up for a major campaign 
including protected industrial action 
over enterprise bargaining.

We are in the firing line for job 
cuts, privatisation and pay offers 
below the cost of living. And that’s on 
top of further cuts to services.

The Liberal government’s bargain-
ing policy will potentially strip agree-
ments of long standing conditions.

They plan to pare back working 
conditions and pay, by effectively re-
fusing to negotiate on improvements. 
Workers will not be offered a pay rise 
unless they sacrifice conditions.

The most widely publicised draft 
agreement is in the Department of 
Human Services (DHS) where work-
ers were offered a pay rise averaging 
1.2 per cent a year. This compares to 
current inflation of 3 per cent annually, 
a substantial pay cut in real terms. On 
top of this, about 60 per cent of exist-
ing conditions are targeted for removal 
from the enterprise Agreement—
working hours are being increased, 
sick and carers leave is being cut, and 
a previously negotiated pay rise for 
many staff was also targeted.

Similarly bad agreements are be-
ing discussed in other agencies. For 
example, a leak from the Department 
of Defence suggested workers would 
be offered a 2.65 per cent pay rise in 
total over three years.

More than 700 fearful but angry 
staff joined the union in DHS, where 
previous job cuts have already left 
staff overworked. A further 20,000 
jobs are now threatened by govern-
ment plans to privatise the administra-
tion of Medicare and Pharmaceutical 
Benefits Scheme claims.

The attack on its own workforce 
is part of Abbott’s budget broadside 
against all workers, as the government 
targets ordinary people with the $7 GP 
co-payment, pension cuts and the plan 
to deny under 30s the dole.

A serious CPSU industrial cam-
paign would win tremendous support 
from the wider community—workers, 
professionals, people with disabili-
ties, childcare users, pensioners, the 
unemployed and students. Our clients 
are the community, including other 
workers also under threat from higher 
unemployment and rising costs of 
living.

This government does not make 
idle threats, and we must respond in 

kind. With 160,000 still employed in 
the APS, and average union member-
ship density 30-40 per cent, the union 
has a tremendous opportunity to build 

THe LNP government in 
Queensland was crushed in the Staf-
ford by-election in late July with a 
thumping 19 per cent swing against 
them. This follows Labor’s win in 
the Redcliffe by-election with a 17.2 
per cent swing against the LNP. Af-
ter just one term, Labor is in striking 
distance of returning to government.

When you consider Labor’s 51 
seats were reduced to just seven in 
2012, and union leaders were talking 
about three terms out of government, 
this is a remarkable turn around.

“Can do Campbell”—as Premier 
Campbell Newman dubs himself—
saw his 2012 victory as the green 
light to ride rough shod over anyone 
opposing his crude pro-business 
agenda. But, much like Tony Abbott 
federally, a series of overestimations 
have backfired badly.

During the election campaign 
Newman promised that “the public 
service has nothing to fear from me” 
but went on to sack 14,000 public 
servants. Doctors working for the 
public health system had a bruis-
ing fight with the government over 
contracts, while Newman arrogantly 
dismissed broad concerns about the 
health of the Great Barrier Reef say-
ing, “We are in the coal business”.

Following a bikie brawl on the 
Gold Coast last September Newman 
thought he’d boost his government’s 

a campaign with political clout that 
can inspire support across the com-
munity. It’s time to fight back.
By a CPSU delegate, Melbourne

fortunes by beating up a law and 
order scare campaign. But the public 
widely see these laws as going too 
far in impinging on civil liberties.

Newman’s relationship with the 
legal fraternity has become toxic. He 
branded critics of his sex offenders 
laws as “apologists for paedophiles” 
and lawyers that defended bikies as 
“hired guns” who profited from the 
drug trade. The relationship soured 
further when he gave himself the 
power to appoint the head of the 
Crime and Corruption Commis-
sion. But after he promoted Tim 
Carmody to Chief Justice, one of the 
few judges who praised the govern-
ment’s bikie laws, there was uproar. 
Renowned former corruption fighter 
Tony Fitzgerald came out of retire-
ment to criticise the government as 
“inexperienced, arrogant fools”.

The government is now pushing 
ahead with a massive privatisation 
agenda. This is in spite of public 
opposition demonstrated at the last 
election when Labor was punished 
for its own privatisation agenda.

Following his crushing defeat in 
Stafford, Newman has apologised 
and retreated on some issues. But he 
is still going ahead with privatisa-
tion. The ball remains in the unions’ 
court. Newman can and must be 
stopped. 
Mark Gillespie

Queensland swings against campbell’s cuts 

above: Melbourne 
bureau of 
Meterology staff on 
strike in 2011, as part 
of a campaign that 
successfully won 
a pay increase and 
conditions
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bUdget

By James Supple

THe ACTU has announced what is 
says is an industrial strategy to fight 
the budget. The recognition that 
unions have the power to fight the 
budget through strike action to make 
bosses pay is welcome. 

This can be the basis for forcing 
a discussion inside the unions about 
what a real industrial campaign can 
look like.

But sadly, the ACTU is not talking 
about an industrial strategy to actu-
ally defeat the raft of nasty budget 
reforms, which are currently in crisis 
due to blockages in the Senate and a 
massive public backlash. 

Instead, the ACTU plans seem to 
accept that the reforms will pass into 
law, and restrict union action to a push 
for new clauses in enterprise bargain-
ing agreements to make bosses pay 
the costs.

As ACTU Secretary Dave Oliver 
explained, “More than 4 million 
Australian workers are covered by 
enterprise bargaining agreements and 
unions will be fighting to get clauses 
into all new agreements to help 
workers cope with the harsher budget 
measures.”

This will include plans for 
employers to pay the $7 GP fee on 
every occasion a doctor’s certificate 
is required for a day off sick, com-
pensation for any increase to fuel tax 
and a “working parents allowance” of 
$13.75 a week to make up for freezes 
to the childcare rebate.

As the Save Medicare cam-
paign in Sydney pointed out in an 
open letter responding to the ACTU 
announcement, “we are extremely 
concerned with a strategy that seem-
ingly accepts and is framed solely on 
the basis that Abbott’s attacks, includ-
ing the destruction of Medicare, will 
actually pass into law.”

A strategy based on fighting to re-
coup the costs of the budget attacks in 
enterprise agreements will no nothing 
to help workers not in unions, or those 
in workplaces without the industrial 
muscle to force employers to accept 
the clauses. It accepts a sectional 
response to the budget attacks, rather 
than looking to mobilise the whole 
union movement to fight on behalf of 
the working class as a whole.

Worse, the aim of some of the key 
budget changes is far broader than 
simply the direct costs it will impose 
on workers in the here and now. The 

GP fee for instance is primarily an 
ideological attack aimed at destroying 
Medicare as a universal health system.

This point was also made by Save 
Medicare in their letter, “what is at 
stake in the current struggle over 
Medicare is not simply the economic 
impact of $7 co-payments for low 
income people (as real as this will be), 
but also that any co-payment opens 
the door to constant attempts to shift 
increasing costs onto workers and the 
poor once the hold of bulk-billing is 
lost.”

Stopping the plans outright
According to the ACTU’s Working 
Life website, “unions reiterated their 
main priority will be to stop mea-
sures such as the $7 GP co-payment 
and the reintroduction of fuel excise 
indexation from ever being imple-
mented”. 

But instead of outlining how this 
aim can be achieved through struggle,  
senior union leaders have simply 
talked of a campaign focused on vot-
ing Abbott out in two and a half years’ 
time.

Some of the budget cuts have 
already been allowed to go through, 
with jobs already going at CSIRO and 
in the federal public service. These 
cuts could have been stopped. They 
remain deeply unpopular. 

What is needed to defeat the 
remainder of the budget is a campaign 

of large, angry demonstrations and 
ongoing stopwork rallies. This means a 
union mobilisation at least on the scale 
of the Your Rights at Work campaign 
against WorkChoices. This saw tens 
of thousands of unionists take part in 
co-ordinated national days of stopwork 
action in 2005 and 2006. 

Such a campaign could cost the 
bosses millions and make big business 
think the agenda of cuts is not worth 
the pain.

The ACTU has set a date for a 
national day of action on a weekday 
on 23 October. But as yet there is no 
indication of whether this will involve 
serious stopwork action. 

As we go to press the date for 
union delegates meetings planned in 
September is barely a month away, but 
the meetings have not been officially 
announced.

every union member need to start 
the discussion in their union about 
mobilising for the October day of 
action now. Motions passed at union 
branch meetings pressing union leaders 
to stage stopwork action on the day can 
help make sure they take the mobilisa-
tion seriously. 

In Sydney union activists are 
organising a meeting on Saturday 6 
September to discuss what can be done 
to push for a more serious campaign 
against the budget. Abbott is in a world 
of trouble. We can’t afford to let him 
off the hook. 

actU industrial strategy won’t stop budget measures

above: the actU 
should be repeating 
the rallies of tens 
of thousands 
who stopped 
work against 
workchoices

the actU is 
not talking 
about an 
industrial 
strategy to 
actually defeat 
the raft of 
nasty budget 
reforms
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reFUgeeS

By Ian Rintoul

AFTeR HOLDING 157 Tamil asylum 
seekers on board the Ocean Protector 
for four weeks, and telling porkies 
about a deal with the Indian govern-
ment, Immigration Minister Scott 
Morrison was finally being forced 
to bring them to mainland Australia. 
Their arrival on the mainland, the first 
this year, punched a hole in Operation 
Sovereign Borders. 

It was too much for Morrison, who 
reneged on his undertaking to give 72 
hours notice of any intention to move 
the asylum seekers to another country, 
and secretly removed them on the night 
of 1 August from Curtin to Nauru. 

We also now know that at the 
same time the government was giving 
undertakings in the High Court that 
lawyers would be given notice, nine 
of the Tamils were isolated and forced 
to train on the use of the infamous 
orange life boats used to force asylum 
seekers back to Indonesia. They were 
told that they would be placed in the 
lifeboats and expected to make their 
way to the Indian coast. 

Despite Morrison dumping the 
asylum seekers on Nauru, a High 
Court hearing (on a date to be set) will 
still test whether the government had 
the power to intercept and detain the 
asylum seekers on the high seas. 

While Morrison plumbs the depths 
of cruelty in his efforts to hold Opera-
tion Sovereign Borders together, the 
campaign against it is growing slowly, 
but surely. 

A Christian occupation of Joe 
Hockey’s office on 12 August was just 
the latest in a series of prayer vigils 
held in the offices of politicians from 
both major parties by Love Makes A 
Way, campaigning for the release of 
children from immigration detention, 
onshore and offshore. 

The protest comes in the aftermath 
of the shocking revelations that came 
out of the Human Rights Commission 
enquiry into children in detention. 
Dr Peter Young, the former medical 
director of mental health services at 
IHMS, the medical service provider 
for healthcare in Australia’s detention 
centres, told The Guardian that the 
treatment of asylum seekers in deten-
tion was “torture”: 

“If we take the definition of torture 
to be the deliberate harming of people 
in order to coerce them into a desired 
outcome, I think it does fulfil that 
definition,” he said. 

He also reported that a third of 
people in detention suffered from 
mental health problems, and that be-
tween January 2013 and March 2014 
there were 128 incidents of self-harm 
involving children in Australia.

In March, months before the 
Human Rights hearings, the Uniting 
Church offered to support and accom-
modate all the unaccompanied minors 
on Christmas Island to prevent them 
from being sent to Nauru. 

In early August, after reports of 
mothers self-harming on Christmas 
Island, a group of Western Australian 
churches offered to “house and sup-
port” all the families on Christmas 
Island.

Just days after the Human Rights 
inquiry, a “J’Accuse” open letter to 
the government (and to Labor) signed 
by 190 doctors, academics and refu-
gee advocates was published calling 
for an end to mandatory detention and 
offshore processing. 

The statement accepts a 30 day 
cap on detention, as opposed to re-
turning to the no detention policy that 
applied before 1992.

While Solidarity unequivocally 
advocates “no detention”, the state-
ment is by far the strongest statement 
of its kind. Among its 13 points, it ac-
cuses the government of “implement-
ing an inhumane policy of deterrence” 
and “tolerating and/or encouraging 
racist media coverage…” Hundreds 

more have already signed since it 
went live. You can see the statement 
at: bit.ly/1pvshw4.

Resettlement problems
As Solidarity goes to press, the Cam-
bodian media is reporting that Austra-
lia and Cambodia are about to sign a 
deal under which Cambodia will agree 
to resettle voluntary refugees from 
Nauru. Phil Robertson, deputy direc-
tor of Human Rights Watch’s Asia 
division, condemned the decision to 
push ahead with the deal, “At its core, 
the Australia refugee dumping deal is 
all about Canberra violating its rights 
[and] obligations and paying Phnom 
Penh to clean up the mess.”

While Morrison has denied that 
signing is imminent, resettlement 
tensions on Nauru are growing. A state-
ment released by 50 Pakistani and Af-
ghan “single men” found to be refugees 
describes their precarious situation and 
the terrible conditions that are inflicted 
on them in Fly Camp where they are 
supposed to be free: bit.ly/1Bi57OM

Meanwhile five of the asylum 
seekers off the boat of 41 returned to 
Sri Lanka on 6 July remain in prison. 
And it is six months since Reza Barati 
was killed on Manus Island—we’re 
still waiting for justice.

Major refugee rallies are planned 
in Melbourne, “Stop the War on Refu-
gees”, Sunday 21 September and in 
Sydney, Saturday 11 October. 

campaign builds against Morrison’s refugee cruelty
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abbott’s opportunism over M17 stokes imperial tensions

By Ian Rintoul

THe SHOOTING down of the 
Malaysian Airlines MH17 over rebel 
held territory in eastern Ukraine is a 
terrible tragedy.

It has cost 289 lives, including 
37 Australian citizens and permanent 
residents. Six researchers and advo-
cates attending the International AIDS 
conference in Melbourne were among 
the dead.

The dead are victims of the impe-
rialist rivalry between the West and 
Russia that has destabilised Ukraine 
and turned it into a war zone.

It seems certain that the plane was 
mistakenly shot down by pro-Russian 
rebels using surface to air missiles 
supplied by Russia.

Fighting between the government 
and separatists forced recovery teams 
to abandon the crash site, as kiev con-
tinues its military advance towards the 
major cities of Donetsk and Luhansk 
near the Russian border. 

Ukrainian government forces 
continued to shell and bomb rebel-
held areas nearby even after recovery 
teams arrived. In response, rebels 
have fired on Ukrainian government 
military planes.

Tony Abbott was quick to point 
the finger at Russian President 
Vladimir Putin, beating even the US 
and european leaders to demand 
that Putin “show genuine remorse 
and regret” over the downing of the 
plane. His response has helped the 
West build its case to isolate and pres-
sure Russia.

In the wake of the disaster, the 
european Union has also followed the 
US and stepped up sanctions, using 
the tragedy to gain advantage in their 
clash with Russia over Ukraine.

In a newspaper article reprinted in 
Australia, British Prime Minister David 
Cameron wrote, “It’s time to make our 
power, influence and resources count…
we sometimes behave as if we need 
Russia more than Russia needs us”.

While Abbott insisted that Federal 
Police were being sent into Ukraine 
was for humanitarian reasons, he, and 
Foreign Minister Julie Bishop, have 
consistently used the disaster to point 
at Russia and demand that, “justice 
must be done”. Bishop told the ABC, 
“those who created the conditions to 
enable it to happen should account 
for it.”

Their rhetoric escalated further 
when Russia imposed retaliatory 

sanctions, with Bishop threatening 
that “everything is on the table” to re-
spond. She also sought to link MH17 
to Russian troop movements over the 
border, accusing Russia of “supplying 
more armed personnel, more heavy 
weaponry over the border into eastern 
Ukraine” while the recovery operation 
was taking place. 

Treasurer Joe Hockey has dis-
tanced himself from the more aggres-
sive stance of National Party leader 
Warren Truss and Queensland Premier 
Campbell Newman that Putin be 
barred from November’s G20 meeting 
in Brisbane. 

Seeking advantage
But it is very clear that Abbott is try-
ing to use the disaster to re-invent his 
image and halt his falling popularity. 
The media has been full of Abbott 
apologists and spin doctors trying to 
portray the disaster as Abbott’s “Twin 
Towers moment”. Writing in ABC’s 
The Drum, Terry Barnes, a former 
adviser for Tony Abbott said Ab-
bott’s response to the Malaysian plane 
disaster had transformed him into a 
“genuine national leader”.

Any bounce in Abbott’s popularity 
is likely to be as fleeting same as the 
increase in popularity for Queensland 
Premier Anna Bligh during the 
Queensland floods in 2011. Behind 
the veneer of concern is the same 
Tony Abbott. He expresses sympathy 
for the families who have lost loved 
ones on MH17, but his budget inflicts 

misery on families and pensioners 
across Australia. The government 
made much of the fact that it called 
all the families in Australia, but has 
said nothing about the much greater 
number of Palestinian civilians being 
deliberately killed by Israel. 

We must not allow Abbott to use 
the MH17 disaster to increase the 
Coalition’s militarism. In June, Ab-
bott visited the US to sign the Force 
Posture Initiative to extend further 
cooperation with US forces beyond 
the agreement to have US marines 
permanently stationed in Darwin.

Abbott and Bishop see their 
response to MH17 in the context 
of Australia’s alliance with the US. 
During his visit to the US, Abbott 
reportedly said, “We are an ally, that’s 
meaningful. You carry a lot of bur-
dens, sometimes you carry too much. 
We want to help.”

It was the US alliance and the 
interests of Australian imperialism that 
saw Australian forces join the US to 
invade Iraq and Afghanistan. Neither 
Abbott nor Obama have apologised 
to Afghanistan or Iraq for the tens of 
thousands who died as a result.

US bases in Australia continue to 
play a central role in targeting drone 
strikes in Afghanistan and elsewhere.

Fuelling the imperialist war ma-
chine will only escalate tensions and 
result in even more deaths. Real sympa-
thy for the victims of MH17 and their 
families means fighting to put an end to 
the imperialist rivalry that causes war.

Above: AFP officers 
inspect crash 
wreckage
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By Troy Wasson

NSW CATHOLIC Teachers and 
support staff have taken strike action 
for the first time in over a decade. 
Catholic Commission for employment 
Relations, the employer of teachers 
and support staff in Catholic Systemic 
Schools, have caused outrage with 
their draft enterprise Agreement. 

Teachers in every NSW Archdio-
cese have voted for protected industrial 
action and taken part in rolling stop-
pages, causing thousands of teachers 
from over 350 schools across the state 
to walk off the job. This is a result of 
sweeping changes proposed to teachers’ 
and support staff pay and conditions.

At a 700-strong mass meeting 
at Sydney’s Masonic Centre in July, 
Lenore Daley, a teacher in the system 
for 36 years, denounced this as an “un-
precedented attack” that would “make 
us lower class citizens compared to 
teachers in other systems”. Indepen-
dent education Union (IeU) General 
Secretary John Quessy noted that, 
“they want to do this in the name of 
flexibility. [This] is code for they are 
coming for your rights, they are com-
ing for everything they can get.” The 
meeting cheered in support when he 
told teachers they will have to “come 
back here again and again until the 
fight is won.”

Quessy called for the proposed 
enterprise Agreement to be with-
drawn completely. Members’ concerns 
include threats to class size limits as 
well as teachers’ entitlements and a 
radical new pay scale for support staff 
that would see them earning a fraction 
of what they do now. Plans to increase 
face to face teaching time by 10 per 
cent while also removing teachers’ 
entitlements such as a lunch break will 
erode student learning outcomes. It 
also means each school will require 
less teaching staff, leading to rede-
ployment or redundancies. 

Teachers would be required to 
complete inservicing during holidays 
and weekends at their own cost. This 
would be tied to a new pay scale. Pro-
motional positions would be reduced 
in schools thereby increasing work-
load on the remaining teachers and 
further adding to an overall reduction 
in the quality of education. 

The union has been buoyed by a 
meeting with the Catholic employers 
following the industrial action. They 
have agreed to revise some condi-
tions such as pay cuts to support staff, 
teacher workload and promotional 
positions including pay structure. 
Nothing is settled. However, with the 

national union membership growing to 
over 75,000 members as a result of the 

industrial campaign, the union is well 
placed to win.

nSw catholic teachers walk off the job

THe NSW government is facing 
a community backlash over new 
reforms that are forcing women-only 
shelters and refuges to close or be 
taken over. 

Their “Going Home, Staying 
Home” reforms pushed all women’s 
refuges, homelessness services, youth 
services and Aboriginal services into 
a competitive tender process for re-
duced levels of government funding. 
The process excluded women-only or 
specialist services, meaning organisa-
tions had to move to become general 
homelessness shelters to win funding.

Overwhelming, non-government 
religious organisations such as 
Mission Australia and St Vincent 
De Paul won the tenders. Some 
women’s shelters are now closing, 
while others face a hostile takeover. 

This is a major attack on services 
for women and children fleeing do-
mestic violence, fuelled by the NSW 
Liberals’ desire for cost-cutting and 
the marketisation of public services.

The Save our Services (SOS) 
group set up to fight the changes 
delivered a petition with 10,000 sig-
natures to NSW parliament in early 
August. Spokeswoman Roxanne Mc-
Murray explained, “The government 
keeps saying no women’s refuges are 
closing, but that’s simply not the case. 
Women’s refuges across the state are 
being told to hand over their build-
ings and vehicles, let go of staff, get 
taken over by someone else offering a 
completely different service, and the 

government says that’s not a closure?
“Many women’s refuges that are 

being taken over...will not provide 
the same type of service, will often 
house women, men and families 
together and many will no longer 
operate 24/7.” Marilyn Fogarty, the 
manager of a specialised Aboriginal 
women’s refuge in Campbelltown ex-
plained, “Our refuge has been operat-
ing for 28 years and we help hundreds 
of women each year, but we’re now 
being taken over by St Vincent De 
Paul. Aboriginal women won’t seek 
help from a religious organisation 
because the Stolen Generation still 
resonates in their communities.”

Seven shelters across NSW have 
already closed, while Balmain state 
Labor candidate Verity Firth says that 
eight or more services in Sydney’s 
Inner West are at risk, including Aus-
tralia’s first women’s refuge, Elsie’s.

The staff at elsie’s have all been 
made redundant, as have all the staff 
of Delores Single Women’s Refuge at 
Bondi Junction. Sally from the Lillian 
Howell Project told a protest meet-
ing in July called by the No Shelter 
Collective that the staff at her shelter, 
facing closure are, “not going to leave 
our building!” to rapturous applause. 

No Shelter is an open collective 
campaigning against the cuts. They 
spoke to workers at nearly half of the 
services effected. Michelle from the 
collective explained, “We’ve heard 
from workers a desire to see rallies, 
sit ins, a mass movement.”

 

SoS for women’s shelters in nSw
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By James Supple

THe CARBON tax is now history. 
But there is nothing to mourn in its 
passing. This was a climate change 
policy for which it was impossible 
to win broad public support, since it 
made working class people pay the 
costs of taking action. This meant it 
played into Tony Abbott’s hands, and 
has helped him present climate action 
as a threat to ordinary people’s living 
standards.

Abbott now has his own problem: 
his promises that ending the carbon 
tax will cut the price of power and 
groceries will never eventuate. Al-
though he claims the ACCC will en-
force this, it can only monitor power 
companies, not the supermarket giants 
like Coles and Woolworths. Abbott’s 
hyperbole will come back to bite him.

Yet it has become common sense 
on the left to claim that the carbon 
tax worked to reduce emissions. John 
Connor of the Climate Institute, for 
instance, said its axing meant the end 
of “two years…of carbon laws that 
have worked reducing pollution”, 
calling the repeal “an historic act of 
irresponsibility and recklessness”. But 
the facts show otherwise.

Carbon pricing was only ever go-
ing to bring about small reductions in 
carbon emissions, mainly as a result 
of replacing coal with gas, another 
fossil fuel. Serious action on climate 
change will require forcing polluters 
to pay—by taxing the big mining and 
power companies to fund renewable 
energy. NSW Greens’ research shows 
we build the first three large-scale so-
lar plants here for $5 billion. But the 
carbon tax was never intended to hurt 
big polluters—simply allowing them 
to pass on price rises to consumers. 

Drop in emissions
The two years since the carbon tax 
was introduced have seen electricity 
emissions in the National electric-
ity Market (NeM) fall by between 
8.2 and 10.4 per cent. This, however, 
needs to be qualified by the fact 
the NeM does not include Western 
Australia or “off grid” generation by 
industrial users, where power use has 
increased. No more than a small frac-
tion of the decrease is the result of the 
carbon tax. 

The most detailed effort to make 
the case for the carbon tax’s impact is 
a recent paper from two academics at 
ANU. It claims the tax was responsi-

ble for between 38 and 60 per cent of 
the emissions cuts. But this is an ex-
tremely generous estimate compared 
to other studies, for instance those 
by energy consultancy pitt&sherry, 
who monitor electricity statistics on a 
monthly basis.

There were two major drivers of 
the emissions reductions: falling de-
mand for electricity and fuel switch-
ing from coal. 

In the first year of the carbon tax 
pitt&sherry estimates falling demand 
was responsible for 40 per cent of the 
emissions reductions. The ANU paper 
tries to attribute this to price increases 
caused by the carbon tax. But price 
increases caused by network costs 
were much greater over the years pri-
or to the carbon tax. electricity prices 
rose 72 per cent over the ten years to 
June 2013, only 14 per cent of which 
was a result of the carbon tax. 

There were a number of other 
important factors at play. Pitt&sherry 
estimate that one third of the demand 
reduction in the carbon tax’s first year 
was caused by the growth in solar 
panels. These were largely installed 
through a range of state government 
subsidy programs.

Another major reason for falling 
demand was the closure of manu-
facturing operations. Pitt&sherry’s 
September 2013 report states that, 
“major industrial loads, such as the 

kurri kurri aluminium smelter, have 
accounted for just over a third of the 
total fall”. Finally there is also the 
impact of energy efficiency programs, 
which were also substantial.

The other major reason for reduced 
emissions is the switch in energy 
sources from coal to wind power, 
hydro and gas. The contribution of 
each fuel is relatively easy to deter-
mine, through working out how much 
of the drop in coal use was replaced 
by each energy source, on top of the 
drop in total demand. Pitt&sherry have 
calculated that since demand peaked 
in 2008, 37 per cent each was due to 
increase use of wind and hydro power 
and 18 per cent to increased use of gas. 

The growth in wind power is 
due to the Renewable energy Target 
(ReT), not the carbon tax. The ReT 
mandated that power companies 
source 10.65 per cent renewable 
energy in 2013. 

The carbon tax did likely cause 
some shift from coal to gas, and part 
of the growth in hydro power. But this 
could only have accounted for a frac-
tion of the decline in emissions—even 
a third seems generous.

Addressing the scale of the chal-
lenge of climate change requires a 
radical reduction in emissions—and 
direct government investment to 
transition to 100 per cent renewable 
energy as quickly as possible.

evidence shows carbon tax was worse than useless
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US will worsen a tragedy of their creation in iraq
THe US has begun bombing raids on 
northern Iraq after President Barack 
Obama declared the US had to inter-
vene against the Sunni Islamist group, 
the Islamic State.

The group, formerly known as 
ISIS, has continued to gain territory 
in Iraq after its dramatic seizure of the 
city of Mosul in June.

Obama campaigned for the presi-
dency as an opponent of the Iraq war. 
Now he declares this intervention is 
driven by humanitarian motives. Tony 
Abbott, too, claimed “There is a world 
of difference between getting involved 
to prevent genocide and the kind of 
involvement we have seen in recent 
years by Western countries in the 
Middle east.”

Obama has used the horrific situ-
ation of the Yazidi religious minority, 
trapped in hiding from the Islamic 
State on Iraq’s Mount Sinjar, as his 
justification.

The Islamic State’s tactics are bru-
tal and sectarian. It has massacred pris-
oners and sent thousands of refugees 
fleeing its advance. It has taken Iraq’s 
biggest Christian town Qaraqosh.

But the threat of a massacre of 
religious minorities is not what is driv-
ing Western intervention. 

It is the prospect of losing control 
of the swathes of Iraq and surround-
ing region that terrifies and motivates 
the Western powers. Washington has 
bases and military advisers based in 
the kurdish city of Irbil that it wants 
to protect.

Before this intervention, kurdish 
forces, backed by the US, concen-
trated their troops not on stopping 
the Islamic State’s abuses but on 
seizing oil fields in Kirkuk from the 
Iraqi government—a move that may 
well promote further sectarian strife 
between Iraqis and kurds. The Islamic 
State’s spread into Iraq from Syria 
has a forged new alliances among old 
enemies. Iran has already sent drones 
to support the Iraqi government.

Occupation’s legacy
The rise of the Islamic State is a prod-
uct of the imperialist occupation of 
Iraq that followed the US-led invasion 
in 2003.

The “democratic” model imposed 
by the occupation gave different 
ethnic, religious and linguistic groups 
representation in government accord-
ing to their size. This divide-and-rule 
strategy encouraged sectarian politics 
and competition for power and money. 

This helped lay the groundwork for 
the sectarian disintegration we are now 
witnessing.

Bassem Chit, a socialist in Lebanon, 
said, “The US bombing will do nothing 
but contribute in the further destabi-
lisation of Iraq. It will create further 
grounds for the escalation and develop-
ment of extremism. It will also enforce 
the sectarian policies of the Iraqi state.”

The Shia-dominated Iraqi regime 
led by Nouri al-Maliki has consis-
tently pursued a sectarian agenda. 
The US now wants to disown Maliki 
and install a new government it can 
work with under the guise of calling 
for unity. The US has supported Iraqi 

president Fuad Masum in appoint-
ing a new prime minister from within 
the ruling coalition. Al-Maliki’s bid 
to hold onto power by deploying 
troops onto the streets of Baghdad has 
quickly collapsed.

US military intervention will only 
fuel the rise of the Islamic State by al-
lowing it to portray itself as anti-im-
perialist, distracting from its sectarian 
and reactionary politics.

Foreign intervention cannot put 
out the fire it started. Showing solidar-
ity with the people of Iraq means 
opposing the West’s bombs and war-
mongering.
Adapted from Socialist Worker UK 

 

AUSTRALIA HAS lent aircraft to 
the US intervention in Iraq while the 
Liberals are attempting to use the 
Islamic State to stir up nationalism 
and Islamophobia at home. 

Abbott has talked in lurid terms 
about the group’s “murderous 
hordes” and labelled them “a danger 
to the region and the wider world”.

He wants to encourage panic about 
Australian “jihadis” fighting in Iraq 
and Syria and talk up the supposed 
threat of terrorism in Australia. He 
claimed jihadis “committing unspeak-
able atrocities and honing terrorist 
skills” were likely to “return home”. 

David Irvine, ASIO’s head 
spook, claims Australia now faces 
“a new generation of Islamist ex-
tremists.” There is not a shred of 
evidence that Australia faces any 
increased risk of terror attacks. But 
their comments will fuel racist at-

titudes towards Muslims and Arabs.
In a widely lampooned comment, 

Abbott claimed the new anti-terror 
laws that his ministers have strug-
gled to explain are part of a “Team 
Australia approach”.

The new terror laws will force 
companies to retain all internet and 
phone metadata for two years, which 
law enforcement agencies can access 
without a warrant. They will make it 
easier to question and arrest people 
returning from overseas. Any Austra-
lian who travels to Syria or Iraq will 
be assumed to have been involved 
in terrorism, with the onus on them 
to prove otherwise. The laws were 
rightly condemned by the Lebanese 
Muslim Association for unfairly 
targeting Muslims.

Shamefully, the laws are likely to 
pass with Labor’s support.
Amy Thomas

abbott bangs drums of war and racism
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By David Glanz

WHeN IT comes to support for Pales-
tine, there is a yawning gap between 
the mass of the Arab population and 
their leaders.

Israel is armed to the teeth by the 
US, serving as an imperialist watch-
dog state in the region. The US even 
restocked Israeli arms in the middle of 
its assault on Gaza.

Across the Arab world the 
Palestinians are widely understood 
as victims of Western imperialism, 
pushed off their land and condemned 
to brutal repression. Rakeen, a Saudi 
Arabian opinion pollster, surveyed 
2000 Saudis, finding that 95 per cent 
supported the Palestinian resistance. 
Eighty-two per cent supported the fir-
ing of rockets into Israel. 

The Saudi regime, on the other 
hand, was reluctant to blame Israel 
publicly and is widely suspected of 
colluding with it privately. It took 
until 1 August before Saudi Arabia’s 
king Abdullah condemned the war in 
Gaza, but he did so without putting 
responsibility squarely on Israel.

The situation is similar in egypt 
where, as academic khaled elgindy 
put it, “support for Palestine and 
antagonism toward Israel are deeply 
ingrained in egyptian political culture 
and national consciousness”. 

egyptian activists tapped into 
that mood when they organised an 
aid convoy to Gaza last month. They 
brought together more than 500 activ-
ists, 11 buses and $340,000 of medi-
cal aid. The egyptian military turned 
the convoy back before the Gaza 
border—meanwhile clamping down 
on solidarity protests in the cities. 

Military rule has put Egypt firmly 
back in the camp of the US, Saudi Ara-
bia and Israel. The Saudi regime and its 
gulf allies, have spent $20 billion prop-
ping up egypt since the military coup.

The regime headed by former 
army chief Abdel Fatah al-Sisi has 
given Israel considerable political 
support during its assault on Gaza. 

But it also laid the groundwork for 
the invasion, closing the border cross-
ing at Rafah while in the past year 
destroying more than 1600 tunnels 
under the egyptian border that were 
used to smuggle crucial goods into 
Gaza. Meanwhile Hamas has been 
declared a terrorist movement and 
banned from operating in egypt. 

The immediate context for these 
betrayals is the egyptian regime’s ha-

tred of the Muslim Brotherhood. Hamas 
is an offshoot of the Brotherhood and 
al-Sisi is aiming to consolidate the 
egyptian counter-revolution by eradi-
cating any remnant of its influence.

But the pattern of betrayal is not 
new. The post-Second World War 
period saw a wave of Arab states 
winning independence from colonial-
ism, sometimes under the influence 
of radical nationalists such as Nasser 
in egypt and the Ba’ath parties in 
Syria and Iraq. Their language was 
often fiercely anti-imperialist, but they 
shared a common project—to con-
struct independent centres of capital 
accumulation, ie successful capitalist 
nation states.

Their Palestinian counterparts 
yearned for the same thing, but were 
forced to mount a military struggle 
simply to try to regain their land.

The Arab regimes walked a contra-
dictory political line. Popular sentiment 
meant they had to be seen to support 
the Palestine Liberation Organisation 
(PLO). But they were concerned to 
ring-fence the radicalism of the Pales-
tinian guerrilla struggle from influenc-
ing politics in their own countries. 

The PLO looked to what they 
saw as the progressive Arab regimes 
for support. The price was to refuse 
to engage in domestic politics within 
those countries.

In 1970, pressure from military 
attacks and more left-wing groups 
forced the PLO to act against Jordan’s 
Hashemite monarchy. 

The Jordanian regime slaughtered 

thousands of Palestinians in an assault 
known as “Black September”.

Then it was the turn of Syria, 
which in 1975 sent troops into Leba-
non to crush the popular resistance, 
made up of the PLO, and the Lebanese 
left and workers’ movement. Syria’s 
attack enabled the Phalangist fascist 
militia to massacre the Tel al-Za’atar 
refugee camp. In 1978, egypt signed 
the Camp David Accords with Israel, a 
peace deal that freed Israel to focus on 
suppressing the Palestinians.

even now, Hamas is reliant on 
supportive regimes—currently Turkey 
and Qatar. But their support for the 
Palestinians is balanced with accom-
modation with imperialism.

The Turkish regime, which is 
imposing neo-liberal policies on its 
population, is a loyal member of 
NATO. Qatar is a monarchy without 
a skerrick of democracy—and which 
hosts a strategic US air base.

Palestinian liberation will not 
come through alliances with such 
reactionaries. Their best hope lies in 
a revival of the Arab revolutions. The 
advance of the counter-revolution 
makes this more difficult. But in coun-
tries like egypt the continuation of 
the same neo-liberal policies that bred 
anger and resentment at the regime 
of the dictator Mubarak means future 
explosions are inevitable.

Victory can only be a product of 
solidarity between the Palestinian 
masses and the workers and peasants 
who suffer beneath the heel of Arab 
dictators.

collusion by arab regimes allows israel to punish gaza

above: Former 
general abdel Fatah 
al-Sisi in egypt has 
colluded with israel 
to isolate gaza

even now, 
hamas is 
reliant on 
supportive 
regimes—
currently 
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Qatar
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caitlin doyle-Markwick examines what abbott’s budget would mean for universities

UniVerSitieS 
reSerVed For the rich
the liberalS’ nightMare ViSion For edUcation

THe ABBOTT government proposes 
a radical overhaul of higher education 
in Australia in favour of a corporate, 
American style system that will see 
students paying for a far lower quality 
of education and saddled with debt for 
decades. 

Some Senators, including Clive 
Palmer, have indicated their op-
position to the changes. education 
Minister Chris Pyne is now promising 
to compromise to get as much through 
as he can. He is being aided by the 
elite universities in the Group of eight 
(G8), whose chair Ian Young last 
month urged the Senate to support the 
bulk of the changes, saying it would 
be a “great tragedy” if they were 
blocked.

The Liberals want the complete 
deregulation of university fees, an 
extension of government funding to 
private providers and increased inter-
est rates on students’ HeCS debts.

Deregulating fees will allow uni-
versities to charge students whatever 
they like. The elite universities will 
charge over $100,000 for degrees, 
with more lucrative degrees like medi-
cine and law likely to cost as much as 
$200,000. 

A cut of 20 per cent in govern-
ment funding per student will see fees 
jump straight away as universities try 
to recoup the money. Vice Chancellor 
of Melbourne University, Glyn Davis, 
has said some fees will have to rise 61 
per cent to fill the funding gap.

For the first time, the average 
student contribution per place will be 
more than the government contribu-
tion. Interest on HeCS debts will also 
rise faster, with the introduction of 
market interest rates rather than infla-
tion. This could increase interest from 
2.9 per cent to as much as 6 per cent.

Under the current system, students 
are already paying off fees decades 
after they graduate, yet the income 
threshold for beginning to repay 
HeCS is to be lowered by 10 per cent. 

The Greens’ analysis of the 
reforms predicts that a University of 
Sydney teaching student could gradu-

ate with debt of $91,000. With a start-
ing salary in teaching of $59,706, the 
graduate would take 43 years to repay 
a total of $181,000 after interest.

Elite universities
Far from a more equitable or acces-
sible higher education system, the 
restructuring will create a two-tiered 
system divided between exclusive 
elite institutions charging huge fees, 
and under-resourced, teaching-only 
institutions for everyone else.

The elite G8 universities will be 
able to charge students a premium for 
studying there, raking in new income 
to pay for research, sought after aca-
demics and new facilities. This will 
allow them to provide a higher quality 
education for those that can afford it.

The Vice Chancellors of the G8, 
who have been pushing for fee de-
regulation for years, have consistently 
claimed that higher fees will not deter 
people. Students from low income 
backgrounds can take out a HeCS 
loan to cover the fees, which they 
only have to repay after they have 
joined the workforce, they argue. 

However, poorer students will 
undoubtedly be deterred by the 
extortionate fees that elite universities 
will now be asking, and levels of debt 
higher than ever before. Glyn Davis, a 
supporter of deregulation, has admit-
ted it will be “a social experiment 
without precedent in Australia”.

The extra scholarships for low in-
come background students promised 
in the reforms will not come close to 
offsetting this. The result will be that 
the elite universities become bastions 
of privilege, attended only by students 
from rich backgrounds who are will-
ing to take on enormous debts or pay 
up front.

Education on the cheap 
The non-elite universities will be 
squeezed. Unable to raise the same 
amounts of money from student fees 
and corporate sponsorship as the elite 
institutions, smaller regional and 
outer suburban universities like UWS, 

Newcastle or Victoria University will 
struggle to afford research and higher 
paid lecturers. 

At the same time, with government 
funding to be opened to TAFes and 
private providers, they will be forced 
to compete with cut-price operators 
for funding and students. educa-
tion Minister Chris Pyne said in an 
interview that he wants non-university 
higher education providers “to be an 
adrenaline shot of competition in the 
market”, in order to keep down fees. 
This may be true at the bottom end of 
the degree market, but the education 
students receive will suffer.

Pyne has also announced that he 
wants to remove the requirement for 
all universities to do research. He 
claims that this will “free” universities 
to put more resources into teaching.

This decision does not, however, 
represent much of a choice, with 
the funding squeeze pushing them 
to abandon research work, establish 
teaching only positions and increase 
staff casualisation. The lack of 
research funding will push the best 
academics out of the second-string 
universities and into the elite institu-
tions. 

Teachers who are unable to do 
research or even keep abreast of 
the latest research in their field will 
inevitably lack the depth of knowl-
edge required to deliver a high quality 
education. 

Furthermore, the new private 
providers will not necessarily be held 
to standard. Rather they will maintain 
much of their present content and slap 
the word “degree” on it in return for 
government subsidies. The rhetoric 
of “greater choice” in tertiary educa-
tion is meaningless when the choices 
are dominated by substandard degree 
factories. 

Poorer students will not be ex-
cluded entirely from higher educa-
tion. The government is overseeing a 
significant expansion of the number 
of students. However, this is not in the 
interests of equity or greater access to 
quality education.

the 
restructuring 
will create 
exclusive elite 
institutions 
charging 
huge fees, 
and under-
resourced 
institutions for 
everyone else
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Rather, the expansion is being car-
ried out with a view to driving up the 
number of students with degrees or 
sub-degrees as cheaply as possible.

This is designed to meet the needs 
of Australian business and industry, 
which are increasingly demanding 
tertiary qualifications.

The Gillard Labor government 
removed the cap on student num-
bers, introducing a “demand driven” 
increase in university places, allowing 
universities to enrol as many students 
as they could.

The review of these arrangements 
commissioned by the Abbott govern-
ment notes that, “In 2013, the equiva-
lent of 577,000 full-time students 
received Commonwealth support in 
paying their tuition costs, an increase 
of more than 100,000 on 2009.”

But the government is unwilling 
to meet the costs of this expansion 
itself. Instead, the Liberals want to 
shift more and more of the costs onto 
students. 

In the image of America
The Liberals’ vision of tertiary educa-
tion closely resembles the US model. 
Pyne has expressed a desire to see 
a select few Harvard or Yale style 
universities emerge in Australia as a 
result of the proposed changes.

elite universities in the US charge 
extraordinarily high fees, such as the 
$US54,000 a year at Harvard, and 
least $150,000 for a full degree.

The flipside of America’s “Ivy 
League” universities is that the vast 
majority of students, unable to attend 
these wildly expensive, exclusive 
institutions, are educated in teaching 
only or even online colleges where 
tuition costs can be less than $6000 a 
year. 

The corporate university model 
in the US began to develop in the late 
1970s, the beginning of the neo-liber-
al period, when cuts to public funding 
led universities to seek more revenue 
from student fees, philanthropists 
and corporate sponsors. Research in 
American faculties has consequently 
become beholden to corporate inter-
ests, particularly in medical, engineer-
ing and pharmaceutical fields. 

Academic staff at American 
universities struggle to get by on short 
term contracts, limiting what they can 
research or teach, and salaries have 
been under pressure for decades.

While America spends more per 
student than anywhere else in the 
world, educational outcomes are 
worsening. In 2012, The Economist 
estimated that American students 
collectively held around $1 trillion in 

debt, with 17 million overqualified for 
their jobs. 

Around 30 per cent of American 
students drop out before finishing their 
degrees, mostly for economic reasons. 
Students are increasingly opting for 
online courses to gain a degree as they 
are far cheaper, with online academies 
paying next to nothing for staff. 

Many features of the American 
system can already be identified in 
Australian higher education. 

Australian universities have also 
been moving online in recent years, 
a trend likely to continue. Ian Young, 
addressing the National Press Club in 
early August, suggested that smaller 
universities should stop “pretending” 
to be research universities and look at 
“strengthening online education”.

While VCs cosy up to corporate 
sponsors to fund flashy new projects, 
like Sydney Uni’s Michael Spence 
with millionaire John Grill, who estab-
lished a $20 million Leadership Pro-
gram at the university, they continue 
to cut courses, cut staff and enrol ever 
more students for higher fees. 

The push to source alternative 
funding, mostly from student fees and 
corporate bodies, has given rise to a 
generation of university executives 
who act like CeOs and run universi-
ties like businesses.

Neo-liberal universities under 
Liberal and Labor
But the proposed changes to tertiary 
education are in fact an extension of 
a process underway in Australia since 

the early 1980s under both Liberal and 
Labor governments. 

Australia’s brief experiment with 
free tertiary education ended in 1987 
with the introduction of HeCS under 
the Hawke Labor government. Fees 
have risen incrementally ever since, 
as public funding has been simultane-
ously gutted. The Gillard government 
cut another $80 million from universi-
ties in 2013.

Australia spends just 0.76 per cent 
of GDP on universities, compared to 
the OeCD average of 1.12 per cent. 
Government funding now accounts 
for around only 45 per cent of overall 
university funding, down from around 
90 per cent in 1981. 

In 2011, 23 per cent of university 
income came from university fees, 
mostly from full fee paying interna-
tional students.

The user-pays mentality and mar-
ket logic at the heart of the Abbott’s 
budget has dominated the thinking 
of both major parties for the last 30 
years. For this reason, we cannot rely 
on Labor to reverse this trend if they 
get into office. 

Anger at Abbott’s changes is wide-
spread and has been clearly demon-
strated in the student National Days of 
Action, Bust the Budget and March in 
March rallies. 

We need to unite students, union-
ists and all those opposed to Abbott’s 
budget to fight back the Liberals’ 
reforms, but also demand a more 
equitable university system and the 
restoration of public funding.

above: the liberals 
want to create elite 
institutions only the 
rich will be able to 
access
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In the face of abbott’s budget attacks on workers’ living standards, James Supple looks 
at whether union decline prevents the movement fighting back

are the UnionS too 
weak to beat abbott?

THe UNION movement’s Rights at 
Work campaign is rightly credited 
with a central role in the defeat of 
John Howard’s Coalition government 
in 2007. Now, with Tony Abbott un-
leashing unprecedented budget attacks 
on Medicare, pensions and universi-
ties, the unions’ response has again 
come to centre stage. 

There was significant industrial 
action as part of the Rights at Work 
campaign, with mass stopwork rallies 
across the country. These were vital in 
generating a level of public opposi-
tion to WorkChoices that the Howard 
government was unable to reverse.

But the strikes and demonstra-
tions were not what brought down 
the Howard government. The ACTU 
and senior union leaders baulked at 
campaigning to stop Howard intro-
ducing WorkChoices, or fighting it 
industrially. 

In the end “Your Rights at Work—
worth righting for” became “Your 
Rights at Work—worth voting for” 
and focused on mobilising at the ballot 
box to vote Howard out.

Far from emerging strengthened 
from either the Rights at Work cam-
paign or the following six years of 
Labor government, union membership 
has continued to decline. 

Unions lost another 93,000 mem-
bers last year, with overall density 
falling to just 17 per cent of the work-
force, after appearing to have stabi-
lised at between 18 and 19 per cent 
since 2007. The decline has led some, 
including union leaders, to claim that 
the unions are now too weak to seri-
ously fight Abbott.

Union membership has declined 
steadily since the early 1980s, when 
over 50 per cent of workers were 
union members. The period of the 
Hawke and keating Labor govern-
ments, first with the Accord and then 
with enterprise bargaining, saw the be-
ginning of a dramatic decline, as part 
of a conscious strategy of undermin-
ing unions’ industrial power. By the 
time Labor lost power in 1996 union 

density was just 31.3 per cent of the 
workforce. 

But the union movement remains 
strong in key industries—with more 
than enough power to paralyse the 
economy and impose huge costs on 
big business. 

Last year the rail union cost coal 
bosses $50 million with a two-day 
strike by 800 workers in NSW. MUA 
members on tugboats at Port Hedland 
in WA, who may strike in the coming 
months, could prevent the shipment 
of iron ore worth $100 million a day. 
Workers at Victoria’s Yallourn power 
plant were able to cut power produc-
tion by 38 per cent during a dispute in 
2013 simply by flicking a switch for 
two hours a day. 

Union membership is well above 
the average figure in some industries. 
Across the power, water and waste 
industry, basic services without which 
business could not function, union 
membership is still 28.5 per cent. 
Construction unions maintain huge 
power in the industry through almost 
100 per cent membership on large 
construction projects. Firefighters too 
have virtually 100 per cent member-
ship. Two thirds of rail transport 
workers are unionised, almost half 
of all school teachers and 44 per cent 
of hospital workers. There remains 
an enormous potential to shut down 
government and industry. 

There is also plenty of evidence 
that union action would win wide-
spread support. An essential poll 
last year found 56 per cent, more 
than three times the number who are 
union members, regarded unions as 
“important for Australian working 
people today”.

Union membership today is simi-
lar to that during the final term of the 
Howard government. The weekday 
rallies against Howard’s Work-
Choices, that mobilised hundreds of 
thousands of unionists, many of them 
on strike, are still possible. 

Tony Abbott’s budget is widely 
regarded as a budget for the rich. It 

hits pensioners, the poor and working 
class people hardest. An essential poll 
found 47 per cent of people wanted 
the entire budget blocked. There is 
enormous anger for the unions to seize 
on.

A major industrial campaign, with 
a succession of stopwork rallies and 
strikes aimed at hitting Abbott’s big 
business mates, could shut down the 
country and force Abbott to resign or 
call a new election. By showing that 
the movement was serious about tak-
ing on Tony Abbott, such a campaign 
could also win thousands of new 
people to join unions and build their 
fighting strength. 

Strikes build unions
The willingness to take strike action 
has been key to individual unions 
reversing the overall trend of fall-
ing union membership. When unions 
take strike action, they grow. In 2005, 
as the unions began their campaign 
against WorkChoices with a series of 
mass delegates meetings and stopwork 
rallies, union membership increased 
by 70,000.

Under militant leadership, the Vic-
torian branch of the eTU has grown 
from 8500 members in 1995 to around 
19,000 today. Over this period wages 
for electrical workers have nearly 
tripled, and the union was the first to 
secure a 36-hour week in construction. 

One of the stand-out campaigns 
of recent years has been the Victorian 
nurses’ victory over the Liberal state 
government early in 2012. The nurses 
defied threats of $6600 fines against 
individual nurses and up to $33,000 
against the union for defying court 
orders banning industrial action. Their 
eight month campaign, begun in mid-
2011, increased their membership by 
almost 6000 that year.

The Sydney University NTeU 
branch recruited 300 new members 
during the course of its campaign of 
seven days of strike action last year—
and beat back management’s attack on 
conditions.

the union 
movement 
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Other unions have also shown 
a willingness to fight. The NUW in 
Victoria has organised a number of 
sustained strikes, like the 13-day 
strike by Baiada chicken workers in 
2011 and a two week strike by Toll 
warehouse workers in 2012. On both 
occasions the union sought commu-
nity support to help sustain workers’ 
picket-lines.

But this is far from the dominant 
approach among union leaders. There 
was no significant rise in industrial ac-
tion during the period of the Rudd and 
Gillard Labor governments. employer 
organisations and the Liberals talked 
in frenzied terms about the danger 
of a “wages breakout” and renewed 
union militancy when the number 
of working days “lost” to strikes 
increased slightly in 2011 and 2012. 
But the increased figure was only a 
return to the level of strikes before the 
introduction of WorkChoices under 
the Howard government. 

During Labor’s time in govern-
ment strike days averaged only half 
that during the period of operation of 
Howard’s Workplace Relations Act 
and WorkChoices (1997–2007). 

Most union officials were only 
prepared to stage small-scale or token 
efforts at industrial action in order to 
push employers into the bargaining 
process, but held back from the kind 
of action that could win real gains for 
workers or build membership. Almost 
60 per cent of the strikes in 2013 
lasted for one day or less.

Community campaigning
At an official level, unions often 
refer to the importance of community 
campaigning. 

But too often “community cam-
paigns” are seen to be a substitute for 
industrial action. 

Most union leaders see the main 
success of the Your Rights at Work 
campaign to be the community groups 
that organised in marginal electorates 
to get the vote out against Howard in 
2007. But this focus on electioneer-
ing shifts attention away from the real 
power of the unions to take collective 
action.

We have seen the same process at 
work when conservative governments 
were elected in NSW in 2011 and in 
Queensland in 2012. In Queensland, a 
stopwork rally put 10,000 unionists on 
the street. But the union leaders called 
for a 1000 day campaign  against 
Campbell Newman (read “wait until 
the next election”) and have paid for it 
with over 14,000 jobs lost.

In September 2011, 35,000 NSW 

unionists marched against the wage-
capping policies of Barry O’Farrell. 
On that day, 67,000 teachers took 
strike action. 

But rather than wage an industrial 
campaign, the NSW public sector 
unions retreated into an electoral 
campaign, shown by their concern 
to mobilise union members to get 
a Labor MP elected in the Miranda 
by-election in 2013. This is clearly 
the model for the ACTU’s campaign 
against Abbott’s budget cuts too.

A variant is United Voice’s 
CleanStart campaign, which has 
organised protests at shopping centres 
in an effort to demand a pay rise for 
cleaning workers. The union’s focus 
has often been on applying pres-
sure through “community” protests 
outside shopping centres run by union 
officials, as opposed to a focus on 
mobilising industrial power.

Criminalising industrial action
The union officials also claim that an 
industrial campaign is now impossible 
because courts will declare strikes to 
be “illegal” and the unions will face 
massive fines. 

It is true that unions in Australia 
face some of the toughest restrictions 
on strike action in the world. Labor’s 
Fair Work Act retained the anti-strike 
laws that Howard had introduced. The 
laws are designed to tie unions up so 
that effective strike action is almost 
impossible. Strikes are only allowed in 
official bargaining periods. Even then, 

organising a secret ballot and win-
ning a vote for strike action can take 
months, and there are numerous ways 
for employers to get court orders to 
interfere to stop the action. 

But the risk is exaggerated by the 
officials. Determined action can face 
down employers and the government. 

The NSW Teachers Federation’s 
retreat from taking action against the 
state Liberal government since late 
2012 has been justified by fear of 
fines. Yet when the union defied the 
law and was fined, following the 24 
hour strike in 2011, it was fined just 
$6000—less than 10 cents for each of 
the union’s 60,000 members. 

It is possible to defy the law—as 
Victorian nurses, construction workers 
at Abigroup in Brisbane, the NSW 
teachers’ own strike in 2011 and even 
the recent construction stopwork 
against the budget in Melbourne have 
shown.

The conservatism of the bulk of 
the trade union leaders holds back the 
possibility of struggle. But this timid-
ity is not just a product of personal 
failings, but of the officials’ social 
position. 

Union officials are “professional 
negotiators” responsible for striking 
deals with the employers on wages 
and conditions. This means they have 
to be able to both organise campaigns 
for higher wages, but also turn them 
off in exchange for concessions from 
management. This role is inherently 
conservatising. 

above: Unionists 
rallying at the 
Melbourne stopwork 
against the budget 
in June
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The full-time trade union officials 
form a bureaucracy removed from the 
day-to-day experience of drudgery and 
control in the workplace. Their condi-
tions do not depend on the success or 
otherwise of members’ industrial ac-
tion. Their positions often allow senior 
officials to amass very large salaries 
and privileges. The fact that their pay 
and positions rely on the union’s as-
sets and financial strength leads them 
to place an exaggerated value on the 
buildings and bank accounts it holds—
and an associated fear of fines and 
legal threats to the union. 

Industrial action, with the potential 
to get out of hand, or land the union 
in court with no guarantee the union 
will win the dispute, can seem to them 
a nuisance that’s better to be avoided. 
Far easier for them to try to cultivate 
a “working” relationship with the 
employer and rely on “professional” 
campaigns run by the unions’ full-time 
staff, in which members are at best a 
stage army.

The officials’ distance from the 
rank-and-file in the workplaces and 
their desire to avoid industrial action 
means that, even when they think ac-
tion is necessary, they often underesti-
mate the capacity of the rank-and-file to 
fight. This is particularly so in a period 
like the present where in many unions 
too much time has been spent trading 
off conditions and large, decisively suc-
cessful strikes are a distant memory.

This understanding of the role of 
union officials also helps to explain 
the unions’ unwillingness to organise 
serious mobilisations against Abbott’s 
horror budget. For them, unions are 
about working conditions and parlia-
ment is about politics. 

Despite the unions’ continued 
large membership and much deeper 
social roots, it was March Australia 
that organised the first large, success-
ful demonstration against the budget.

even some of the most left-wing 
officials are unwilling to organise 
action in defiance of the law, since 
they are subject to the same material 
pressure as right-wing officials.

But the examples above and the 
continuing strength of the unions 
mean that much more is possible.

Pushing for defiance of the law, 
and for more serious industrial action 
to “Bust the Budget”, will require 
pressure on the officials from del-
egates and the rank-and-file member-
ship. 

This shows the need for socialists 
and union activists to build rank-and-
file confidence and organisation, and 
their capacity to act independently of 

the union officials. 
even the last few years show 

many examples of how unions can 
wage a successful fight—and these 
can serve as examples for the move-
ment as a whole. 

The campaign against Abbott’s 
budget needs strike action at its heart. 
If unions mobilised against Abbott 
industrially through protests and 
stopwork rallies, they could stop the 
public sector pay cuts and job losses.

Such a fight could defend Medi-

THe OFTeN repeated claims that 
the working class is disappear-
ing, due to structural change in the 
economy, are based on a misunder-
standing. The working class contin-
ues to make up the overwhelming 
majority of society, with enormous 
potential power. A breakdown of 
occupations recorded by the Bureau 
of Statistics shows workers make up 
around 70 per cent of all employees. 
Such change has been a constant 
part of capitalism over its history, as 
new products and new technology 
change the shape of the economy. 

The manufacturing industries 
that were once a bastion of union 
power have been shrinking over 
time, with hundreds of thousands of 
job losses. Manufacturing employ-
ment has gone from around 25 per 
cent of the workforce in 1970 to less 
than 10 per cent today.

Last year alone there were 
41,000 less jobs in manufacturing 
than the year before, according to 
Bureau of Statistics data. This made 
up about half of the drop in union 
members in 2013.

employment in the services sec-
tor has grown enormously. The union 
movement is yet to catch up with 
this shift by building strong union 
organisation in these new industries. 
But within the category of “services” 
employment there are many jobs 
which are classically blue collar—
like cleaners, postal workers, truck 
drivers and security guards.

And white collar workers in call 
centres, teaching, nursing and admin 
jobs are as much a part of the work-
ing class as blue collar construction 
or manufacturing workers. 

What makes someone working 
class, as karl Marx explained, is not 
whether they work in manual labour 
or an office job but their relationship 
to the production process. Those 

care and finish off Abbott, and see 
unions emerge from the fight in a bet-
ter position to face future battles.

The ACTU has called delegates 
meetings for September and another 
national day of action on 23 October. 
October needs to be the biggest strike 
day we have seen so far. And it needs 
to be the beginning of an on-going 
industrial campaign, not a one-off 
hurrah. There’s too much at stake to 
wait until the next election to get rid 
of Abbott. 

that make up the ruling class are 
the people who hold ownership or 
control of production, the manag-
ers and CeOs who make and police 
the decisions about how to run the 
workplaces. The overwhelming 
majority of us, the working class, 
have no such control over our work. 
Many formerly privileged white 
collar jobs have become increasingly 
subject to such petty control from 
above. Teachers for instance are now 
expected to teach according to a de-
tailed national curriculum and make 
sure their students can complete 
standardised national literacy and nu-
meracy tests. Many public servants, 
who once were considered privileged 
professionals, now simply perform 
routinised admin work. These jobs 
are becoming increasingly “proletari-
anised”. 

The proof of this is that the white 
collar workforce has been drawn 
increasingly into struggle against 
their employers and into the unions, 
in classically working class behav-
iour. In 2012, those classified as 
“professionals”, including teachers 
and nurses, were the biggest occupa-
tional group among union members, 
accounting for almost a third of all 
unionists.

New industries are not impos-
sible to organise. Past waves of 
unionisation have seen previously 
unorganised industries transformed 
into union strongholds. examples 
include the wave of “new union-
ism” in the 1880s among unskilled 
workers including dockers, match-
girls and textile workers, the strikes 
that unionised US car plants in the 
1930s or the growth in public service 
militancy in Australia in the 1970s. 
But the key to building unions is an 
insistence on the need for strikes, 
mass meetings and rank-and-file 
mobilisation.

 

is the working class in decline?
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NeW BATTLeS against sexism 
across the globe have raised a greater 
appreciation of the global persis-
tence of institutionalised sexism and 
women’s oppression. Protests such as 
SlutWalk, the outrage over the Delhi 
rape cases in India, alongside the 
sprouting of local feminist networks 
have been described by the New Inter-
nationalist as a “feminist spring”. 

Characteristics of the new anti-
sexism include a focus on the sexual 
and physical violence experienced 
by women and the predominance of 
online blogging. 

Particular discussion and contro-
versy within the new feminism has 
focused on the new intellectual cur-
rent of “intersectional feminism” and 
intersectionality. 

Intersectionality has been heralded 
as having particular importance for 
activists and the left. In academia, so-
ciologists like Leslie McCall describe 
it as “the most important theoretical 
contribution that women’s studies, in 
conjunction with related fields, have 
made so far”. Some Marxists, such 
as prolific writer Richard Seymour 
in Britain and the American Marxist 
Sharon Smith, have also welcomed 
and adopted the concept. Both have 
praised the importance and necessity 
of intersectionality for contemporary 
Marxism.

Whilst there is much debate over 
the exact definition of intersectional-
ity, at the heart of the concept is the 
theory of “intra-group difference”, 
and a focus on differences within op-
pressed groups. For example, women 
may be oppressed as women, but also 
be oppressed on the basis of race. As a 
description, the concept reflects com-
mon sense experiences of oppressed 
people under capitalism. Over time 
the concept has extended beyond gen-
der and race to encompass, class, age, 
sexuality, disability and at times even 
where people line up on speciesism. 

While the goal of addressing each 
and every form of oppression is one 
that socialists share, intersectional-
ity is a step away from doing this. 

Because intersectionality does not 
understand how oppression arises 
as a product of class societies, nor 
their historical contexts or continuing 
development within capitalism, it fo-
cuses on the symptoms of oppression, 
at the expense of its cause. As such, 
it stands in no better position than its 
ideological predecessors, feminism, 
which sees the fundamental division 
in society as that between women 
and men, or identity politics, to either 
understand or fight oppression.

Intersectionality and the law
Intersectionality originally emerged 
in the US as a strategic concept used 
by black legal scholars to highlight 
the inadequacies of bourgeois law to 
account for multiple oppressions that 
shaped many lives. 

Legal academic kimberlé Cren-
shaw specifically coined the term in 
1989 to address law cases that denied 
the experiences of black women. Later 
writers such as Patricia Hill Collins, 
author of Black Feminist Thought, 
built on this to discuss the interlinked 
elements of everyday experience.  

Highlighting the inadequacies of 

bourgeois law and its inability to deal 
with the complex reality confronted by 
oppressed groups perhaps makes it a 
useful contribution in that context. 

But a theory that focuses on 
“intra-group differences” can also 
be adapted into the legal framework 
of capitalism, because it does not 
challenge the underlying fundamental 
causes of oppression. For instance, 
intersectionality has found a resonance 
on a governmental level such as in the 
Australian Human Rights Commis-
sion that incorporated the term in 2002 
into its analytical tool box, “The idea 
of ‘intersectionality’ seeks to capture 
both the structural and dynamic con-
sequences of the interaction between 
two or more forms of discrimination.”  
Similarly in Ontario, Canada, the 
Human Rights Commission adopted 
a similar description of “…multiple 
forms of discrimination occurring 
simultaneously.”

Pru Goward, Liberal Party member 
who was women’s policy adviser to 
the Howard government and was ap-
pointed Australia’s Sex Discrimination 
and equal Opportunity Commissioner 
in 2001, had no problem embracing in-

interSectionality, 
SexiSM and the leFt
Jasmine ali examines the renewed interest in the idea of intersectionality associated 
with the revival of feminism

above: the growth 
in feminist ideas 
and organising 
have led activists 
to grapple with 
theories like 
intersectionality
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tersectionality. In a 2002 speech titled, 
“Beyond Racism” Goward extolled 
the values of intersectionality, “By 
intersectionality, we refer to…differ-
ent types of discrimination or disad-
vantage that compound on each other 
and are inseparable…For example, 
too often when we talk about issues 
of racism we are talking about men’s 
issues. It is not done deliberately, but 
it has the effect of making women’s 
issues peripheral. Australia is one of 
the most ethnically diverse nations in 
the world. Women make up over half 
of Australia’s population.”

As such, intersectionality reflects 
standard liberal concepts that regard 
oppression as the product of igno-
rance to be overcome by enlightened 
education, rather than seeing oppres-
sion as institutionalised discrimination 
requiring a revolutionary challenge to 
existing society.

Intersectionality and the left
Intersectionality has also been taken 
up as a means of criticising political 
traditions within the left. For some, 
feminism, identity politics and what’s 
regarded as classical Marxism are 
ineffective vehicles for combating 
oppression.  

Writing about second wave femi-
nism, Patricia Hill Collins argued that 
women of colour abstained from the 
movement because it was “racist and 
overly concerned with White, middle-
class women’s issues.” Similarly, 
krenshaw argues in Mapping the 
Margins: Intersectionality, Identity 
Politics, and Violence Against Women 
of Color, “The problem with identity 
politics is not that it fails to transcend 
difference, as some critics charge, but 
rather the opposite—that it frequently 
conflates or ignores intra group differ-
ences.”  

The intersectionality theorists 
believe that it is the focus on singular 
categories of oppression; sex, race 
or class, that is responsible for the 
marginalisation and even exclusion of 
political minorities from social move-
ments. Through addressing intersec-
tions of gender with other forms of 
oppression such as race, class, and 
sexuality, intersectionality claims it 
can best understand the most margin-
alised and under-represented sections 
within oppressed groups. 

In doing so it believes that it is 
reframing traditional feminism to one 
that represents “all women, not just 
the privileged white ones”. In fact it 
reproduces the hierarchies of oppres-
sion so familiar from identity politics 
and indeed compounds the divisions 
by layering that with hierarchies 

of privilege within each oppressed 
group. Rather than uniting common 
struggles, intersectionality leads to 
endless introspection and more divi-
sion. 

Intersectionality has unfortunately 
found a resonance in some quarters 
because it extends the reductionism of 
identity politics into more and more 
definitions of oppressions, more and 
more exclusive categories. 

Those whose identities may 
change, for example transgender 
people transitioning from female to 
male, can find themselves excluded 
from being considered members of 
such identity groups, and indeed find 
themselves declared to be “privi-
leged”. 

For some Marxists, such as 
Sharon Smith, intersectional theory is 
seen as an extension of the critical in-
terventions made by a group of black 
feminists in the radical movements 
of the 1960s and 1970s. In 1977, the 
Combahee River Collective in the US, 
known as Black Feminists, issued a 
statement that described the rationale 
for Black Feminism. 

They wrote, “Black, other Third 
World, and working women have 
been involved in the feminist move-
ment from its start, but both outside 
reactionary forces and racism and elit-
ism within the movement itself have 
served to obscure our participation. 
In 1973 Black feminists, primarily 
located in New York, felt the neces-
sity of forming a separate Black 
feminist group. This became the 
National Black Feminist Organization 
(NBFO)…”

Smith favourably quotes the 
Combahee River Collective’s critique 

of radical movements in the 1960s and 
1970s. But it was really an example of 
the problematic logic that underpins 
identity politics.  This views the work-
ing class (female and male) and other 
oppressed groups not as allies in the 
struggle to end oppression, but indeed 
potential direct or indirect beneficia-
ries of oppression.  

Tragically, the NBFO drew the 
logical defeatist conclusion, “We 
realise that the only people who care 
enough about us, to work consistently 
for our liberation is us.” 

Intersectionality as practice 
Rather then being a political correc-
tive to identity politics, in practice, 
intersectionality leads to mining down 
identity categories into smaller and 
more discrete and fragmented units 
of identity and a focus on intra-group 
dynamics. 

On top of this, the intra-group 
differences are understood as rungs in 
a ladder of oppression(s), which can 
be addressed by giving weight to less 
“privileged” voices with the category, 
such as black women, women of co-
lour or black gay women, in political 
spaces, campaigns or forums.  

What begins as means to involve 
marginalised people across differences 
within oppressed groups, becomes its 
opposite—division into smaller and 
smaller units of oppressed groups, 
that have less and less in common 
with those they have separated from.  
Ultimately, it becomes a tokenistic 
gesture, instead of a directing strategy 
leading to united struggle and confron-
tation with the state, its institutions 
and the system. In practice, it is a for-
mula that becomes an organisational 

below: Some 
have celebrated 
intersectionality as 
the continuation 
of black Feminist 
groups of the 1970s
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concern to seek to represent ever-
greater combinations of intersections, 
black gay women, black gay women 
with disability, and so on.

The logic of focussing on intra-
group dynamics and constantly rede-
fining the social weight of all of one’s 
oppressions does not necessarily lead 
to clarity or confidence about how 
to fight it. It can often have the very 
opposite effect, consolidating under-
confidence, and concern with policing 
so-called privilege, in much the same 
way as over-emphasising legal sanc-
tions against strikes can sap workers’ 
confidence to take industrial action.

Moral appeals for unity can be 
made, but that cannot overcome the 
divisions that are set into intersec-
tionality’s theoretical assumptions. 
Worse, because, intersectionality 
(like identity politics), does not locate 
oppression as stemming from and 
developing within class society, it can 
only ever replicate the divisions of 
capitalist society, rather than provide 
the basis for struggles that can over-
come them.

Intersectionality, class and 
classical Marxism
Many proponents of intersectionality 
champion the concept for critically 
addressing the subordination of work-
ing class women’s struggles within 
first wave feminism in the early twen-
tieth century.

Originally, the first wave of the 
women’s movements campaigned 
for universal suffrage exclusively for 
women with property. However, it 
should be noted that Marxists were 
amongst the first to oppose these man-
ifestations of bourgeois or “power” 
feminism. Socialists such as Clara 
Zetkin, Rosa Luxemburg and Alexan-
dra Kollantai were central to fighting 
the dominance of bourgeois feminism 
in the european and Russian women’s 
movement. 

The debates around whether 
the struggle for women’s liberation 
could be waged separately from a 
wider social struggle and revolution 
against capitalism, and whether or 
not working class men could be allies 
in the fight for liberation, sharpened 
the analysis and significance of class 
distinctions within feminism. 

The Paris Commune in 1871 had 
dramatically exposed the gulf between 
the bourgeois and working class 
women. 

Working class women had played 
a crucial role in the Commune. One of 
the most far-sighted of the revolution-
ary women’s organisations, the Union 
des Femmes, proclaimed its goal to 

be, “…total social revolution…for the 
emancipation of the working class by 
the working class.” The Commune had 
begun establishing day nurseries near 
the factories as a way of helping work-
ing women. Special attention was paid 
to improving women’s education. 

But, rather than siding with the 
struggle of working class women, the 
ruling class women of Versailles put 
their class interests first and sup-
ported the violent suppression of the 
Commune. One newspaper of the day 
reported, “One sees elegant ladies 
insult the prisoners on their passage 
and even strike them with their sun-
shades.”

A recent study by Institute for 
Public Policy Research (IPPR) in the 
Uk revealed both profound changes 
and continuities over the last few de-
cades. While the average gap between 
men and women’s earnings has nar-
rowed over the last 50 years, there was 
almost a 300 per cent gap between 
professional and unskilled women’s 
wages compared to less than 50 per 
cent for the same groups of men. 

IPPR researcher Dalia Ben-Galim 
commented, “The ‘break the glass 
ceiling’ approach that simply promotes 
women in the boardroom has not been 
as successful in changing family-
friendly working culture or provid-
ing opportunities for other women to 
advance.”

Advocates of intersectionality do 
often raise class as an issue, something 
that can make it seem that they shares 
some common ground with Marxism. 
As krenshaw outlines, “At the sim-
plest level, race, gender, and class are 
implicated together because of the fact 
being a woman of colour correlates 
strongly with poverty.” 

But even here, class is a moral 
category, just one among many, of 
co-existing elements of women’s 
oppression, rather than a fundamental 
determinant defining a person’s rela-
tionship to the means of production 
and whether you have an objective in-
terest in maintaining capitalism rather 
than overthrowing it. 

Without an understanding of how 
oppression is embedded in capitalism, 
intersectionality can also result in the 
reductionism of identity politics—sim-
ply looking for “race” or “looking for 
gender” in any political situation.

In Australia, the question of the 
Northern Territory Intervention, 
which the government justified on 
the basis of pornography, paedophilia 
and sexual assault, concretely posed 
inter-related questions of sexism, 
racism and the role of the state. Those 
feminists who applied an uncritical 

anti-sexism ended up on the side of the 
government, oblivious to the insidious 
use of racism to disempower Aborigi-
nal women, and men, alike. 

On an international level we have 
seen the way in which sections of the 
left and feminists have been wrong-
footed over how to deal with the rape 
allegations against Wikileaks founder, 
Julian Assange in the context of his 
demonisation by the West and their 
obvious interest in extraditing Assange 
to the US to face espionage and terror-
ism charges. 

Similarly, we have also seen the 
confusion on the French Left in deal-
ing with the intersection of Islamo-
phobia, racism and women’s rights 
over the French government’s ban 
on women wearing the hijab, lead-
ing them to back the French state’s 
Islamophobia and racism in the name 
of protecting women’s rights! 

Class is central in Marxist analysis 
not because it is another element of 
experience or form of oppression, but 
because of the unique position the 
working class (women and men) oc-
cupies in capitalist society. 

It is through collective struggle 
at the point of production that the 
working class, through strikes and 
occupations, when generalised across 
the whole of society, has the ability to 
transform society, ideas and reality. 

Class struggle inevitably involves 
social and cultural issues such as eth-
nicity, gender and race, as the working 
class is made up of blue and white col-
lar workers, migrant workers, women 
workers and workers on temporary 
and 457 visas. 

It is in the process of struggle and 
political argument that the working 
class changes itself and its ideas, and 
as Marx describes rids itself of the 
“the muck of the ages”. The politics 
needed to build solidarity within the 
working class across racial, sexual 
or gender lines, is not automatic and 
requires explicit political argument—
hence the importance of discussing the 
value of intersectionality in that fight.

Intersectionality, however, cannot 
live up to the aspirations with which 
many on the left have imbued it. In-
tersectionality is a step sideways from 
bourgeois feminism, and identity poli-
tics. Its motivation is critiquing the old 
divisions, but it ends up reproducing 
them or creating mistaken new ones. 

Understanding how oppression is 
inter-linked with capitalist society is 
essential to both understanding and 
fighting oppression, in the here and 
now, as well as understanding that ulti-
mately we need to link those struggles 
with the fight against capitalism itself. 

the working 
class has 
the ability 
to transform 
society, ideas 
and reality
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Union rePortS

By Jean Parker

ON 20 August academic staff at UTS 
will strike for 24-hours in their year-
and-a-half fight for a decent agree-
ment.

One of the key battlegrounds is 
workloads. While UTS is spending 
$1 billion on new buildings, it wants 
to save money on staff. “education 
Focussed” roles were meant to be a 
way into academia for casual teachers 
and researchers. But the University 
wants to exclude them from faculty 
workload guidelines and force them 
to work three semesters a year. This 
will create an underclass of academics 
performing non-stop teaching, with no 
space to do researcher. Union demands 
for 80 “scholarly teaching fellows” to 
reduce casualisation have been met 
with a derisory offer of five.

Victory against these attacks on 
staff is even more vital because the 
union has reluctantly called for a “yes” 
vote in the ballot for the professional 
staff agreement (covering non-aca-
demic administrative staff). Having 
called off a strike on the first day of 
semester and endorsing the profes-
sional agreement, the union will need 
to work hard to regain momentum.

The professional agreement 
includes a respectable 3.2 per cent real 
wage increase that will likely be repli-
cated in the academic agreement. But 
it also includes increased management 
controls over long service leave, only 
token domestic violence leave and 
a suite of other changes that remove 
protections for staff. The union’s de-
mand for a professional development 
fund was not won.

However the final agreement was 
radically better than one the CPSU 
(Community and Public Sector Union) 
agreed to after two weeks of secret ne-
gotiations with management. If it were 
not for the resistance of the NTeU the 
agreement would have included an 
insulting below inflation wage offer of 
2.6 per cent and allowed the univer-
sity to mandate when staff take long 
service leave.

Instead of going along with the 
CPSU deal, the NTeU continued its 
plan to strike at the start of semester 
two. The NTeU also threatened to take 
UTS to Fair Work for breaching “good 
faith bargaining” by dealing secretly 
with the CPSU. These actions forced 
UTS to concede a much better agree-
ment for professional staff.

The existence of a separate profes-
sional staff agreement is a problem the 
NTeU must address. UTS strategi-
cally concluded this agreement first 

because there are less union members 
among non-academic staff. 

The University relies on its staff 
being divided between an academic 
and professional agreement, and 
between the NTeU and the CPSU. It 
also relies on the preparedness of the 
CPSU to sign a shabby deal. Manage-
ment is now attempting to roll all the 
bad clauses in the professional agree-

TeACHeRS AT a high school in 
Melbourne’s North West won a vic-
tory against our principal’s penny-
pinching plan to over-fill classes. 

After months of excuses for 
crowding more kids per class than 
the agreed 25 (“there’s no money 
for more teachers and no room for 
more classes”, and “there is no legal 
limit to class sizes”) last week the 
principal announced plans for extra 
classes at years 8 and 9 to spread the 
students across more teachers.

As rank-and-file union members, 
we had to fight not just the school 
principal, but also our union of-
ficials, who did more to support the 
boss than they did to support us! 

The president of the Australian 
education Union consulted with our 
principal over the issue, but not the 
sub branch. The organisers refused 
to start the grievance process, and 
they refused to sign our statement 
calling for the school to keep classes 
to 25. This obviously boosted our 
boss’s confidence—after these dis-

ment into the academic agreement.
The NTeU members’ meeting that 

voted to accept the professional agree-
ment also voted to fight for a united 
all-staff agreement in the next round 
bargaining. We need to fight to defend 
and extend academic conditions in this 
round if we are to go into the cam-
paign for a united agreement with the 
conditions and protections we deserve.

appointing betrayals from the union 
the principal told us there would 
be “no difference” to the planning 
process for classes in 2015.

So we had to take things into 
our own hands. The principal’s tune 
changed after 55 union members 
signed a statement saying unless we 
saw a shift we would stage a public 
“walk-in”, where teachers and sup-
port staff would meet at the gates at 
the start of the school day, distribut-
ing information about class sizes to 
parents and students, and then all 
walk in together. 

Suddenly the school administra-
tion has found the will, the money 
and the space to plan the right sized 
classes.

We still need assurances about 
class sizes for year 7 in 2015, and we 
need to make sure the extra classes 
don’t become overcrowded as 
well. But now we’ve got a winning 
strategy: not waiting for the union 
officials, but being prepared to take 
collective, public action can win!

Management plays divide and rule at UtS

Rank-and-file action wins on class sizes

above: UtS staff on 
strike in May
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charlie’s country
directed by rolf de 
heer
in selected cinemas 
now

CharliE’S CouNTry 
is a beautifully shot and 
brutally honest portrayal 
of life under apartheid in 
the Northern Territory. 
Directed by Rolf de Heer 
and starring David Gulpilil 
as Charlie, the movie is an 
uncompromising portrayal 
of the everyday humilia-
tion suffered by Aborigi-
nal people subjected to the 
NT Intervention.

De Heer is a direc-
tor who does not shy 
away from the unsettling 
relationship govern-
ment authorities have 
with Aboriginal people. 
In 2002, he challenged 
Howard’s gentle pioneer-
ing version of history with 
The Tracker. This was 
also a collaboration with 
Gulpilil, who played an 
Aboriginal man forced to 
hunt a black fugitive. It 
highlighted the arbitrary 
slaughter of “bush blacks” 
by mounted police. 

Charlie’s Country is 
a contemporary story of 
struggle for Aboriginal 
existence. Massacres 
may be in the past, but 
the policies Aboriginal 
people are subjected to 
are slowly killing people 
through dehumanisation 
and poverty. The Interven-
tion in 2007, rebranded 
“Stronger Futures” by 
the Labor government in 
2012, destroyed commu-
nity councils and employ-
ment schemes, imposed 
government managers and 
police and continues to 
subject Aboriginal people 
to a range of race-based 
control measures.

Set in a remote Top 
end community, Charlie 
lives in a humpy and is 
sick of the powerlessness 
of life under this regime. 
He asks the resident 
white manager, errol, for 

a house and is told “the 
government has already 
given you one house”. 
Charlie explains that it is 
full and there is no room 
for him—errol stares 
blankly. Charlie chal-
lenges him: “you got a job 
and you got a house on my 
land. Where’s my house? 
Where’s my job?”

De Heer illustrates not 
just the calm beauty of the 
Top end landscapes, but 
also of the Yolgnu people. 
On payday, Charlie gives 
his money to those who 
need it. But his natural 
generosity isn’t compat-
ible with the imposed 
economy and what’s left 
doesn’t last long in the 
overpriced community 
store. 

So Charlie and his best 
friend Pete (Peter Djigirr) 
go hunting for buffalo in 
his broken down truck. 
This opens a hilarious 
scene which ends with a 
dead beast the size of the 
truck tied to the bonnet. 
But the humour doesn’t 
last long—police are hid-
ing in the bush stopping 
cars to search for alcohol 
and harass local people. 
They confiscate Charlie 
and Pete’s rifles, the car 
and the buffalo.

Charlie emerges pissed 
off and starving. He makes 
a spear and sets off hunt-
ing once more, only to 
be stopped by the police 
again. 

every time Char-
lie comes into contact 
with white society he is 
patronised, dismissed or 
disrespected. The message 
is clear—everything about 
being Aboriginal is wrong 
and doesn’t fit.

Something switches 
in Charlie and the tone of 
the film changes. Char-

lie heads bush and we 
see him reconnect with 
his “mother land”, his 
ancestors and the joy of 
discovering his own “bush 
supermarket”. Gulpilil 
really comes into his own 
here, in a performance 
which earned him “best 
actor” at the Cannes film 
festival. 

Gulpilil revives Char-
lie, brings him back his 
dignity. But it breaks the 
viewer’s heart as we know 
that almost inevitably it 
can’t last. The world has 
permanently changed.

Outsider
What follows is Charlie’s 
journey as a despised 
outsider in Darwin, treated 
with open contempt. Char-
lie’s spiral into alcohol 
abuse, violence and the 
inside of a prison cell is 
sadly, a story that is all too 
common. But De Heer’s 
portrayal of the racist 
structures that push Ab-
original people into these 
situations is a fantastic 
antidote to the blame-
the-victim narrative of 
Aboriginal “dysfunction” 
that dominates mainstream 
political debate.

Radio National’s film 
critic, Jason Di Rosso, has 

criticised Charlie’s Coun-
try as lacking “ambiguity” 
and for depicting thinly 
drawn racist characters. 
In fact that is the film’s 
strength. There is no 
ambiguity to the racism in 
the NT—it is blatant and 
is written into law. 

The latest offensive 
has been in Alice Springs, 
where police have been 
stationed outside every 
bottle shop in town enforc-
ing laws which prohibit 
alcohol on all Aboriginal 
lands. 

Aboriginal people 
are racially profiled and 
shamed in front of fellow 
shoppers as police force 
them to prove where they 
live. A statue of “explorer” 
John McDowell Stuart, 
holding a massive gun, has 
just  been erected in a pub-
lic park in Alice Springs. 
Stuart was responsible for 
at least two massacres of 
Aboriginal people. This in 
a town where a third of the 
population is Aboriginal. 

It is refreshing to get a 
non-sanitised Aboriginal 
perspective on Australian 
culture. Like John Pilger’s 
Utopia this film will make 
people uncomfortable—
and it should. 
Sarah Thorne

above: david gulpilil as 
charlie

Portrait of an outsider in his own country

reViewS
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above: thirty per 
cent of gaza’s 
population has been 
left homeless by 
israeli bombing

By Amy Thomas

AFTeR WeekS of bombing and a 
ground invasion by Israeli troops, up 
to 30 per cent of Gaza’s population, 
or 520,000 people, are now without 
a home. There is little access to clean 
water or electricity. The sanitation sys-
tem is in crisis and medical facilities 
are completely overwhelmed by the 
dying and the wounded. Nearly 2000 
people are dead.

This is the terrible human toll of Is-
rael’s aim to neutralise and disempower 
the dispossessed Palestinians. Israel 
is refusing Hamas’ terms for a truce, 
which centre on lifting the suffocating 
blockade Israel imposes on the Gaza 
strip, a basic humanitarian requirement.

The drive to destroy is built into the 
logic of Israel as an exclusive, Jewish-
only settler state on Palestinian land. 
The existence of a dispossessed Pales-
tinian population within and surround-
ing Israel’s borders is a permanent issue 
for Israel’s security and legitimacy. 
They can’t exterminate or expel all the 
Palestinian people, so they seek a com-
pliant and controlled population.

Zionism and freedom for Pales-
tinians are irreconcilable. So Israel’s 
cycle of war and terror on the Palestin-
ians will continue. But Israel has not 
secured a definitive victory.

War aims
Israel used the pretext of three kid-
napped settlers in the West Bank to 
launch their assault, their third since 
2008. Israel’s leaders saw an oppor-
tunity to pummel the isolated Hamas 
government, destroy their tunnel 
infrastructure and try to divide Hamas 
from the Palestinian population.

Hamas has remained a threat 
to Israel, not because their military 
struggle is capable of actually defeat-
ing Israel, but because they have kept 
alive the notion of resistance, while 
the Palestinian Fatah government in 
the West Bank has become Israel’s 
partner in oppression. Hamas won 
elections in Gaza in 2006 due to this 
continuing commitment to resistance.

But rather than orient to revolu-
tionary movements across the region, 
Hamas have, like Fatah, pursued a po-
litical strategy relying on sponsorship 

from various Arab states—previously 
Iran and Syria then more recently 
egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood govern-
ment. They were left isolated when 
egypt’s military coup placed staunch 
Israel and US ally General Abdel Fat-
tah al-Sisi in power last June.

Hamstrung, Hamas had begun 
to hand over government in Gaza to 
Fatah after reaching a power-sharing 
deal. knowing their weakness, Israel 
stepped up its efforts to crush Hamas.

Unlike during their 2012 assault 
when the Muslim Brotherhood was 
in power in egypt, Israel could count 
on the full support of the egyptian 
government. On top of this, their con-
cern about the growing power of Iran, 
whom they see as a threat to their 
domination of the region, has made 
Israel’s leaders keen to project their 
military strength. And domestically, 
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu 
is under pressure from the growing 
fanatical, racist far right-wing to show 
no compromise with Hamas.

Political toll
Israel’s barbarity has been exposed 
on the world stage. Images of slain 
children in Gaza beamed around the 
world as Israel bombed schools, hos-
pitals and shelters.

While the US political elite uncon-
ditionally back Israel and continued 

to arm them through the massacres, a 
Gallop poll showed two thirds of young 
Americans opposed Israel’s attack.

The movement for Boycott, Di-
vestment and Sanctions (BDS) against 
Israel has strengthened. Starbucks 
in the Middle east were forced to 
release a statement explaining they 
do not deal with the Israeli Defence 
Forces, while Spain blocked future 
arms deals with Israel. An estimated 
200,000 people marched in London 
on 9 August, the biggest pro-Palestine 
demonstration in Uk history. Simi-
lar numbers marched in Cape Town, 
South Africa, in what many called the 
biggest protest since Apartheid.

Israel has faced stronger and more 
determined military resistance than in 
previous wars on Gaza. Sixty-seven 
Israelis, mostly soldiers, had been 
killed as we went to press, far surpass-
ing the 13 Israeli deaths in Operation 
Cast Lead in 2008-2009.

But despite growing international 
isolation, Israel has proved once again 
it can slaughter with impunity. The 
retreat of the egyptian revolution 
has left Gaza extremely vulnerable. 
Building solidarity with the Palestin-
ian struggle is urgent. It is clearer than 
ever that the liberation of Palestine is 
inseparable from the regional struggles 
of the Arab working class against im-
perialism and against their own rulers.

hamas 
remains a 
threat to israel 
because they 
have kept alive 
the notion of 
resistance


